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About the Book

In the late 1880s, Famke Summerfugl is a young orphan struggling to survive in a small Danish convent. Her budding 

youth and growing promiscuity soon force her out of the convent and into dreary farm life in a nearby village. A chance 

meeting with Albert Castle, a mediocre artist, offers her freedom from this rural life and a new home in the seductive lair 

of the artist's studio. Now as his model and lover, Famke becomes the legend of his painting --- the mythological nymph 

of his masterpiece. But her idyllic life ends abruptly when Albert's wanderlust leads him to take passage on a ship bound 

for America, leaving Famke behind. Months go by and though she hasn't heard from Albert, Famke is convinced that he 

simply cannot live without her. So she schemes her way on board another ship sailing to America and launches a search 

for her lover. Once in America, her adventurous journey leads her to the seamy side of life --- through brothels and 

bordellos, finds her entangled with polygamists and introduces her to quite pleasurable yet unorthodox treatments for 

tuberculosis as she crisscrosses the American frontier in search of her lover.

In this her second novel, Susann Cokal spins a lyrical tale of lust and greed, polygamy and prostitution, disguise and 

deceit, and wit and humor.

Discussion Guide

1. After living at the orphanage with its rigid structure and rules, Famke is liberated and sent to work on the farm in 

Dragor. When she leaves with Albert, she believes she's been given even more freedom. Yet, in truth, living with Albert 

is even more restrictive than her earlier life. What draws Famke to Albert initially and what not only makes her stay but 

leads her on a tumultuous adventure?
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2. Before they leave for America, the Mormon women imagine what their lives will be like in the promising new world 

America: no more bad smells, no more hard lives. How does Famke react to America when she arrives? Utah's hot, arid 

climate is not at all what she was used to in Denmark. Were there any similarities?

3. Famke feverishly pursues Albert for months. What is she learning along the way? What compels her to continue, even 

as she becomes increasingly ill? What is her reaction once she finds him?

4. Throughout Famke's long search for Albert, Cokal intertwines humor with despair. How does this impact the story?

5. The often bleak landscapes of Denmark stand in stark contrast with Famke's fiery red hair and the vivid colors in 

Albert's painting. When Famke becomes seriously ill, she also sees vivid colors. How does color factor in to the story?

6. A significant portion of the story takes place in America. Why did the author move the story to American soil?

7. Famke assumes many different names in the story: Breath and Bones, Famke Summerfugl, Famke Summerfield, 

Ursula, Dante Castle, Ophelia, Fanny. What is the significance of these names?

8. Virtue is an important theme in this novel. Famke is quite the schemer. Is she also virtuous? Does your opinion about 

her change as the story progresses? What about the other characters --- Albert Castle, Sister Birgit, Viggo, Edouard 

Versailles, Heber Goodhouse --- how does virtue play in to their characterization?

9. Sister Birgit's life changed in many ways throughout the novel. Were you surprised to learn that the widow introduced 

in the prologue was Sister Birgit?

10. Albert immortalizes Famke in a series of paintings. What was your reaction to learning that Famke also is 

immortalized in a specimen jar? To the lengths Edouard Versailles and Viggo go to make her "whole" again?

11. Sexuality is a key component in this novel. How does Cokal use it to explore characterization? To explore other 

themes in the novel? In Denver, Famke believes it is easier to live as a man than it is to live as a woman. Was she more 

successful posing as Dante, Albert's brother?

12. Famke is unfamiliar with the tenets of the Mormon religion as well as with the circumstances of her own situation. 

For example, she misunderstands the name of their destination in Utah --- Prophet City, not Profit City. How do the 

Mormon Saints serve Famke?

13. Why is tuberculosis significant to the story?

14. Why does Edouard Versailles, who dresses in black and likes servants who are nearly invisible or who live in the 

shadows, live in a glass house? Why does this house, where Famke lives, destroy and kill her?

15. Famke destroys nearly every man she meets during her search for Albert. Is she deliberately destructive? What do 

you make of the men in this novel --- Albert Castle, Herr Skathammer, Heber Goodhouse, Edouard Versailles, Viggo, 

Harry Noble?



What is their attraction to Famke? Are they really in love with her or with an illusion?

Author Bio

Susann Cokal was born in California and has lived most of her life there and in the Southwest, where she found much of 

the material for her novel BREATH AND BONES. She also studied medieval history, art history, and literature in 

Poitiers, France, the inspiration for Mirabilis. She has taught at California Polytechnic University in San Luis Obispo 

and now lives in Richmond, Virginia, where she teaches creative writing and contemporary narrative at Virginia 

Commonwealth University.

Critical Praise

"As a story, Breath and Bones is definitely unique. As wordsmith, Ms. Cokal is a standout. I literally devoured this 

book, enticed by her skill to keep reading from first page to last.... Throughout, Ms. Cokal blends fascinating characters 

and locations, humor and history into a splendid tale of an amazing woman and her travels. And she accomplishes the 

telling of her story in grand style."
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